
Axial Thought Summary 

Elites in States 

 Unlike tribes, states are hierarchical. There are two major elite groups in states: 
priests who claim control over religions that evolved from tribal religion and rulers 
and their supporters (military figures and bureaucrats).  

 The elites have a virtual monopoly over literacy. 

 Axial thought (Hebrew prophetic, Greek philosophical, Confucian, Buddhism, Taoism) 
emerges in periods when king-sages consolidate power through violence, stimulating 
the emergence of sages (priests, philosophers, prophets) who constrain king-sages by 
aggrandizing popular support through their doctrines of sacred virtue. 

 Defenders of Axial thought compete with, but also cooperate with, king-sages. An 
alliance of the sage elites and the bureaucratic/military elites supporting the monarch 
is in the interests of both parties.  

 Sage-elites build systems of governance, promoting religious doctrine or codes of 
virtuous behavior among the illiterate masses. These doctrines have survival value 
because they suppress domestic violence. At the same time they discourage rulers 
from unleashing violence against those they rule over. 

 

Axial thought systems compete but may be compatible 

 Salvation Axial systems of thought are mass oriented reflecting life for the masses is 
“short and brutish”; they are often communicated through ritual and visual symbols 
rather than through text as the masses tend to be illiterate 

 Elite oriented systems – for instance Confucianism and Greek philosophy – do not 
tend to appeal to a afterlife, rather emphasizing “virtue for its own sake” 

 Mass oriented and elite oriented systems are more compatible than are salvation 
oriented systems 

 Axial thought systems tend to be “super-virtuous” disparaging commerce 

 

Identity 

 An important appeal of Axial systems of thought is the fact it provides followers of the 

faith with a recognizable identity 

 



Theories of the Great Divergence: Beliefs or Material Forces or Both? 

I The Human Species:  Symbol Makers and Tool Makers Making Use of Material 

Endowments 

II Theories of the Great Divergence: Why Did Europe Breakout of the Malthusian Trap 

First? 

Non-Materialism 

Symbol Makers: Beliefs, Norms, Social 

Organization, Writing 

Materialism 

Tool Makers: Making use of Material Assets 

(Geographic Constraints and Endowments, 

Genetic Selection for Rate of Time Discount 

and Intelligence) 

 

McCloskey: Bourgeois Virtue and Bourgeois 

Dignity 

Ian Morris: Technology interacts with 

Geography; Atlantic Ocean versus Pacific 

Ocean given technology of oceanic 

navigation, climatic disturbances, China 

easier to control militarily given technology 

of warfare 

 

Max Weber: Christianity linked to Rise of 

Protestant Ethic in the West 

Pomeranz: Material Endowments and 

Geography; Atlantic Ocean versus Pacific 

Ocean impacts Oceanic Exploration; coal; 

ghost acreage 

 

Roman Law and Greek Philosophy: 

Experimentation with republicanism and 

democracy 

 

Marx: Technological substructure, class 

consciousness and political organization 

substructure 

 Clark: Sociobiology, genetic transmission 

from elites downward impacts social norms, 

Eugenics and Social Darwinism important, 

supports Herbert Spencer’s theory of 

Libertarianism 

 Neo-Classical Economics 

 


